Analog “Things” connected to the Internet provide
us with unprecedented benefits, but also present
significant challenges. The rapid vast proliferation of
connected devices -- the Internet of things -- poses a
challenge to enterprise IT and operations technology.
Cybersecurity 101 says you cannot protect what you
do not know you have, and existing security solutions
are not designed for IoT environments.
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We designed Senrio Insight to give you the awareness
and insight necessary to understand how IoT impacts
your business. Senrio lays out a blueprint of all the
networked devices in your IT environment to reduce
the risks associated with the proliferation of IoT
devices, and enable you to more effectively detect and
combat threats that take advantage of IoT devices.
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What Senrio Insight Does
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SEES EVERYTHING

Identify and profile all the devices on your network, what they
are doing, and who they talk to.

Why Choose Senrio Insight?
layers

EASILY INTEGRATE

Enhance your security investment by harmoniously integrating
your existing security solutions with our API. Ingest enriched
data via multiple data export formats, and SIEM integrations.
Use alerts to create firewall rules and IDS signatures.

ZERO IMPACT DEPLOYMENT

Be up and running in minutes. No appliances, no agents,
means no burden on end-points or your network.
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PURPOSE-BUILT FOR IOT

The PC security model doesn’t translate to IoT devices,
especially devices that interface with people. Senrio Insight
is designed specifically for the challenges of an IoT-rich
environment.
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UNCOVERS UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR

Build trust with devices by understanding both typical and
atypical device patterns and behaviors with Senrio selflearning technology.
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GIVES REAL-TIME ALERTS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Automatic alerts triggered when devices deviate from the
standard operation, to kick off your business-specific safety
protocols
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PROVIDES CONTEXT-RICH ANALYSIS

Enhance your security investment by harmoniously integrating
your existing security solutions with our API. Ingest enriched
data via multiple data export formats, and SIEM integrations.
Use alerts to create firewall rules and IDS signatures

FEATURED PRESS
PRIVATE & SECURE

No Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) keeps you compliant with
privacy regulations and invisible to attackers.
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What to Look for in an IoT Security Solution
IoT is becoming pervasive in enterprises of all types, and the threats to and via IoT devices
to enterprise security is growing. Chosing a solution to address these issues requires careful
consideration of a number of factors:

ASSET AWARENESS

BEHAVIOR PROFILING

Standard asset discovery and management solutions
do not always identify IoT devices, which could leave
you with a vulnerable blind-spot.

An effective solution will have the intelligence to
understand the context in which a given device
operates, and alert when its risk profile changes.

SCALABILITY

EXTENSIBILITY

Every packet generated by an IoT device has
potential value, which makes the ability to scale
economically a critical requirement.

Choose integrations that enhance your previous
IT investments and are vendor approved. Truly
extensible solutions have APIs and export data to
your existing tools.

DOMAIN RESPECT

PC-centric security approaches fail badly in IoT-rich
environments. No solution should impose a security
regime on you that puts operations or people at risk.

CREDIBILITY

IoT security research should be the foundation upon
which any solution is developed. IoT should be in the
team’s DNA.

Security for IoT Devices
by the pioneers in IoT device research
Senrio is an enterprise IoT cybersecurity platform, providing the visibility, analytics, and
actionable insights for networked embedded devices (a.k.a. The Internet of Things, or “IoT”).
Using patent-pending technology based on a decade of IoT research, Senrio can uniquely
identify unusual behavior in a network environment without impacting network traffic or
endpoints. Senrio’s products help give operators who run IoT-rich environments insights into
all their devices. Hospitals, ICS, and SCADA systems choose Senrio to secure their Internet
of Things devices.
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